Controlling Set Top Box using Hand Gestures
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Abstract - Controlling the T.V set top box has been done through an infrared remote control since its inception but with the growth in smart technology all around us our control can be more interactive and easy by the use of hand gestures. Main motive behind this gesture based remote control is to remove the constraint of a handheld device. This hand gesture based remote control will also be useful for people with disabilities as compared to traditional handheld remote in which a key has to be pressed to control the STB which can cause muscle strain to people with physical disability whereas a simple gesture will not cause such strain and will also make it easier for them to control their T.V effortlessly. This system will be built on Arduino microcontroller board and use Ultrasonic sensor to detect hand gesture and an infrared LED to transmit the decoded signal to the Set Top Box.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Human interact with electronic devices like TV, AC, CD Player using their remote control but the communication with such devices can be made easy by a unique system of hand gesture recognition. Today with smart technology the new generation TV set comes with different ways of control like voice or gesture but that control works only with the T.V functionality whereas most of TV viewers watch satellite channels for which a Set Top Box is must which comes with their own handheld remote control which puts a constraint of looking for a remote control on viewer. Also not all people can afford to change their existing TV set with new age smart TV.

So this proposed system aims at providing the traditional TV set with new age smart technology like gesture control. The new gesture remote control will also benefit people with physical disability as handheld device can cause muscle strain which is not the case in this proposed system. There are several ways to build a system to detect a human gesture that a match would be able to recognize. The gesture can be captured using distance measurement, camera, or a data glove.

The embedded systems can be designed for specific tasks and can be further optimized to reduce the size and cost of device and increase reliability and performance. This system uses an ultrasonic sensor to detect different hand gestures by measuring distance between hand and the sensor. Arduino recognize those gestures and assign the required IR code to perform some basic functions to control Set Top Box like Power On/Off, Channel Up/Down and Volume Up/Down. Then those signal is sent to STB which is done using Infrared Led.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

1. Gesture Detection

Gesture detection has been an area of research and study for quite long. Gesture detection can be done in multiple ways, each having its own merits and demerits fitting in varied use cases ranging from motion sensors to cameras etc. Earlier for detecting gesture different technologies were used which are mainly wired connection in which user need to be connected to computer using wired mechanism for example Data glove or Instrumental glove.

These glove uses sensors to detect each hand movement using finger orientation, transmitting them as electronic signals through wire connected to gloves. This kind of gesture detection has its limitations as it restricts the user’s mobility defeating the entire purpose of the need of gesture based system. And also the cost of this kind of system run high therefore its commercial success is limited. With the advancement in the technology gradually more accurate accelerometers, infrared cameras came into existence that provided more accurate gesture detection.

2. Remote Control

A remote control is an electronics device component used to control most electronic devices like television set, DVD player etc. Originally, is used for operating another device wirelessly from a short line-of-sight
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distance. Nowadays, Remote control has continually evolved and advanced to include motion sensor, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth connectivity, GPS to enable capabilities and voice control.

Usually, remote controls operate through two ways: IR and radio signals. The remote controls are used to issue commands from a distance to any other consumer electronics device. Remote controls are usually small wireless handheld model. The user just press an array of buttons for adjusting different settings ex. change channel, increase volume. Most of the electrical device has its own control button but the remote is used for easier usage and more convenience. At the same time most of the remote controls communicate with their electronic device through an infrared signal while a few via radio signals. However, the first remote controls were using ultrasonic tones in 1973.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
All paragraphs must be indented. All paragraphs must be justified, i.e. both left-justified and right-justified

1. Block Diagram

![Fig. 1 Block diagram of proposed model.](image1)

2. Circuit Diagram

System consists of:
- Hand Gesture
- Ultrasonic Sensor
- Arduino Board
- IR Led
- Set Top Box

![Fig. 2 Circuit diagram of proposed work.](image2)

3. Working
No more than 3 levels of headings should be used. Every word in a heading must be capitalized except for short minor words as listed in Section III-2.

3.1 Ultrasonic Sensor- Ultrasonic sensors measure distance by using ultrasonic waves. The sensor head emits an ultrasonic wave and receives the wave reflected back from the target. Ultrasonic Sensors measure the distance to the target by measuring the time between the emission and reception. In this project a ultrasonic sensor will be used to detect hand gestures. It has 4 pins Vcc, Gnd, Trig, Echo. Trigger pin send the sound signal and when it gets reflected back echo pin receives it. Distance between send and receive time is calculated which is converted to distance in inches.

3.2 Arduino Uno Board-Arduino is an open-source platform used for building electronics projects. Arduino consists of both a physical programmable circuit board (often referred to as a microcontroller) and a piece of software, or IDE (Integrated Development Environment) that runs on your computer, used to write and upload computer code to the physical board. In this project it will programmed to control the sensor and IR led.

3.3 IR Led- IR LED is a special type of LED that emits Infrared rays of the Electromagnetic Spectrum. In this project this IR LED will be used to transmit decode IR signal to communicate with the STB.A appropriate Led is to be used that operate on frequency of the receiver.IR led used in this system operates on frequency 38Khz and transmits NEC coded IR signal.

IV. Conclusion
This project has its applications in solving real life problems in the field of electronics. The typical STB remote consists of various buttons namely the power button, numbers (for channels), and volume controls etc. This has been the case all these years, though there
has been a lot of change in the technology used in the actual T.V the remote has been the same. The basic purpose of this project is to provide a means to control a set top box using hand gestures. This project has successfully achieved its main goals:

• To provide an alternative method of input to the remote.
• Replace buttons.
• To implement all the basic controls with gestures.
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